To:

Nampa School District Board of Trustees

From: Scott Jacobsen, Budget/Purchasing Supervisor
Paul McEntee, Columbia High School Band Director
Date: February 7, 2018
Re:

Columbia High School Band Uniform Award Recommendation

We recently conducted a Request for Proposals for the purchase of new band uniforms for
Columbia High School. As we have now completed the evaluation process, we seek Board
approval for the expenditure.
The request for proposal sought pricing for 130 complete uniforms and accompanying
accessories. Mr. McEntee worked with interested providers over the course of several months
to develop an assortment of uniform designs he thought would look sharp in band performance
and garner the approval of marching band members, their parents, and patrons of Columbia High
School as well as the District.
We ultimately received three proposals, one each from:




DeMoulin Bros. and Company, Greenville, IL
Fred J. Miller, Miamisburg, OH
Stanbury Uniforms, Brookfield, MI

All are nationally known manufacturers of quality marching band attire and accessories.
Evaluations were conducted on all three submissions, across three primary areas:




Adherence to Proposal Criteria & Specifications
Full Cost of Order
Uniform Design—Construction & Visual Appearance

The three categories were assigned possible points of 25, 50, and 25, respectively, and the points
earned in each category were weighted so as to reward favorable performance within section
criteria and penalize poor performance. Total points amassed within the three categories were
summed, with the highest total points earned determining the winner.

Based on our criteria and scoring, DeMoulin Bros. and Company has been determined to have
submitted the best proposal. The total proposal cost as originally submitted, was $70,202.90.
After reviewing the budget allocated for the uniform purchase as well as considering the
practicality of the particular item, we determined that shoes would not be purchased with the
uniform. The elimination of shoes from the order results in a total price of $63,978.89. This
adjusted total reflects an offered 3% discount for early payment that we intend to accept.
This adjusted price is still outside the established budget allocation. We are considering an
increase to that budget allocation and any effect such would have on other music program‐
related spending. We are also considering lowering order quantities and minor design
adjustments so we may bring the cost of the purchase in line with or close to that budget
allocation. As those discussions are ongoing and we do not yet have a firm cost, we request
authorization to engage DeMoulin Bros. and Company for production of the uniforms, up to a
spending cap of $63,980.
Included with this request is a scoring compilation, submitted vendor proposals, the original
Request for Proposal, and an Addendum to the Request for Proposal featuring questions and
clarifications.
We would be happy to answer any questions you may have about the proposal process, and look
forward to your award approval.

Respectfully submitted,
Scott Jacobsen
Budget/Purchasing Supervisor

Paul McEntee
Columbia High School Band Director

Columbia High School
Band Uniform Request for Proposal January 2018
Comparative Pricing Grid
DeMoulin Bros.

Stanbury Uniforms

FJM Inc.

Item Description

Quantity
Requested

Price each

Total Price

Price each

Total Price

Price each

Total Price

Bandman's Coat

130

$239.28

$31,106.40

$210.00

$27,300.00

$210.00

$27,300.00

130

$82.99

$10,788.70

$65.00

$8,450.00

$110.00

$14,300.00

Bandman's Bibbers
Hip Panel/Hip Drape

2,4

130

$62.47

$8,121.10

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Gauntlets (pair)

130

$38.12

$4,955.60

$46.00

$5,980.00

$43.00

$5,590.00

Bandman's Hat

130

$42.92

$5,579.60

$35.00

$4,550.00

$44.50

$5,785.00

Plume

130

$19.81

$2,575.30

$24.40

$3,172.00

$31.00

$4,030.00

0

$37.00

$0.00

$36.75

$0.00

$35.95

$0.00

$522.59

$63,126.70

$417.15

$49,452.00

$474.45

$57,005.00

Shoes (pair)

5

Baseline Uniform Cost (per uniform/full order)
Plume Cases1,3

1

$480.00

$480.00

$269.85

$269.85

$375.00

$375.00

Garment Bags

130

$12.16

$1,580.80

$10.00

$1,300.00

$14.00

$1,820.00

Hangers

260

$0.79

$205.40

$1.85

$481.00

$0.00

$0.00

Complete Order Cost, All Required Components

$65,392.90

$51,502.85

$59,200.00

Full Cost per Uniform, all Required Components

$503.02

Full Cost Per Uniform/Full Order Cost, All Requested
Components & Net of All Discounts

$487.93

$63,431.11

$396.18

$51,502.85

$441.72

$57,424.00

$47.06

$564.72

$60.00

$720.00

$50.00

$600.00

Optional Cape

12

$396.18

$455.38

Full Order Cost, All Requested Components

$65,957.62

$52,222.85

$59,800.00

Full Order Cost, All Requested Components & Net of
All Discounts

$63,978.89

$52,222.85

$58,006.00

Notes
1

Cost of plume cases standardized to quantity 1 for full amount of all cases required to accommodate 130+ plumes

2

FJM Hip Panel cost included with cost of Bandman's Coat

3

FJM Plume Cases originally bid as two each, with total capacity 126; cost adjusted to three each for full plume count accommodation

4

Stanbury Hip Panel cost included with Cost of Bandman's Coat

5

Original RFP reqeusted 130 pair shoes; later determination was that no shoes will be purchased, and thus will not be considered in evaluation

Columbia High School
Band Uniform Request for Proposal January 2018
Proposal Criteria Evaluation

Submitting Company:
DeMoulin Bros.

Total criteria points amassed
Total criteria points possible
Index
Proposal points earned

Scoring Guidelines:
0 Proposal omits/does not address the requirement
1 Proposal includes the requirement but does not meet baseline criteria
2 Proposal meets criteria set forth
3 Proposal exceeds criteria set forth
4 Proposal exceeds criteria set forth AND is superior to ALL other

Category
Criterion

0

1

2

3

4

83
100
0.83
20.75

Notes

General items
1

Mock up sample or finished sample provided with proposal

x

2

Fabric swatches & details provided with proposal

x

3

Order delivery possible by August 10

4

Uniform is fully commercially washable (excluding headwear & shoes)

5

All zippers are YKK, 9/16" tape, brass, autolocking (or equivalent)

Coat, bibs, hanger

21‐30 days for model, 190 days for order

x
x
x

Bandman's Coat
6

Base color black

x

7

Features gold & cardinal red

x

8

Includes sewn‐in size label

x

9

Features school logo

x

10

Includes detachable hip panel

11

Front is 2‐piece construction

x

12

Back is 4‐piece construction

x

13

Wrist cuff is adjustable without alteration

14

Features 1" seam allowance at shoulder seams

x

15

Features 1" seam allowance at arm holes

x

Embroidered

x

x

4‐1/2" adjustability; 1/2" increments

16

Features 1" seam allowance at side/back seams

x

17

Features 1" seam allowance at center/front seams

x

18

Features operable epaulets

x

19

Does not feature shoulder extensions or wings

x

20

Underarm gusset included

21

Collar is built‐up type, no wire/hard plastic

x

22

Male & female patterns offered?

x

23

Optional cape included with proposal (no price consideration to be made)

x

x

Recommend using only male patterned

Bandman's Bib Trousers
24

Base color is black

x

25

Includes sewn‐in size label

x

26

Bottom hem is length‐adjustable without alteration, on both inseam
and outseam

x

27

Includes two internal pockets

28

Utilizes T or Racerback design

x

29

Features adjustable shoulder straps

x

30

Features 1" seam allowance on sides

x

1/2"

31

Features 1" seam allowance in center back

x

1/2"

32

Features 1/2" seam allowance through crotch

x

33

Crotch seam is double‐stitched

x

34

Male & female patterns offered?

x

13‐1/2" total adjustabilty; 1/2" increments
Single, 7" x 7", external access

x

Gauntlets
35

Gauntlet colors are black/gold/red or combination thereof

x

36

Gauntlet does not utilize white details

x

37

Gauntlet does not utilize naugahyde or similar materials

x

38

Gauntlet does not utilize hardplastic or wire for shaping

x

Bandman's Hat & Plume
39

Hat is "Honcho" type with wide, flat brim and one side turned up

x

40

Hat features colored headband as allowed‐‐black, red, gold, or white,
or combination thereof

x

41

Plume colors are as allowed‐‐black, red, gold, or white, or combination
thereof

x

Additional Items
42

Garment bag features external zipper pocket, 15" x 15"

43

Garment bag includes one‐color imprint

x

44

Garment bag features clear ID window

x

45

Proposal includes carry/storage case for hat

x

46

Plume case(s) adequate to accommodate anticipated quantity

x

47

Written warranty included

x

48

Care instructions included

x

49

Inventory management means included

x

50

Poster included, 24" x 36"

x

Evaluation Notes
Evaluation group likes coat zipper baffle
Evaluation group likes the quality of the on‐fabric printing
Overall preference for design submitted, for its non‐traditional look

Two pockets, 14" x 28" & 14" x 15"

x

Sum

7

6

34

3

0

50

Points

0

6

68

9

0

83

Columbia High School
Band Uniform Request for Proposal January 2018
Proposal Criteria Evaluation

Submitting Company:
Fred J. Miller

Total criteria points amassed
Total criteria points possible
Index
Proposal points earned

Scoring Guidelines:
0 Proposal omits/does not address the requirement
1 Proposal includes the requirement but does not meet baseline criteria
2 Proposal meets criteria set forth
3 Proposal exceeds criteria set forth
4 Proposal exceeds criteria set forth AND is superior to ALL other

Category
Criterion

0

1

2

3

4

79
100
0.79
19.75

Notes

General items
x

Coat, bibs, gauntlets, bag

1

Mock up sample or finished sample provided with proposal

2

Fabric swatches & details provided with proposal

x

No swatches

3

Order delivery possible by August 11

x

60 days model, 180 days order

4

Uniform is fully commercially washable (excluding headwear & shoes)

5

All zippers are YKK, 9/16" tape, brass, autolocking (or equivalent)

x
Black plastic, non‐YKK

x

Bandman's Coat
6

Base color black

x

7

Features gold & cardinal red

x

8

Includes sewn‐in size label

x

9

Features school logo

x

10

Includes detachable hip panel

x

11

Front is 2‐piece construction

x

12

Back is 4‐piece construction

x

13

Wrist cuff is adjustable without alteration

x

14

Features 1" seam allowance at shoulder seams

x

15

Features 1" seam allowance at arm holes

x

4" adjustability, 1" increments
1/2"

Side only

16

Features 1" seam allowance at side/back seams

x

17

Features 1" seam allowance at center/front seams

x

18

Features operable epaulets

x

19

Does not feature shoulder extensions or wings

20

Underarm gusset included

21

Collar is built‐up type, no wire/hard plastic

x

22

Male & female patterns offered?

x

23

Optional cape included with proposal (no price consideration to be made)

x

None on sample; not discernable on illustration

x
x

Bandman's Bib Trousers
24

Base color is black

x

25

Includes sewn‐in size label

x

26

Bottom hem is length‐adjustable without alteration, on both inseam
and outseam

x

8‐1/2" adjustability; 1/2" increments

27

Includes two internal pockets

x

Each 4" x 4‐1/2"; internal access

28

Utilizes T or Racerback design

x

29

Features adjustable shoulder straps

x

30

Features 1" seam allowance on sides

x

31

Features 1" seam allowance in center back

32

Features 1/2" seam allowance through crotch

33

Crotch seam is double‐stitched

34

Male & female patterns offered?

x

1‐1/2"

x
x
x

Gauntlets
White

35

Gauntlet colors are black/gold/red or combination thereof

x

36

Gauntlet does not utilize white details

x

37

Gauntlet does not utilize naugahyde or similar materials

x

38

Gauntlet does not utilize hardplastic or wire for shaping

x

Bandman's Hat & Plume
39

Hat is "Honcho" type with wide, flat brim and one side turned up

x

40

Hat features colored headband as allowed‐‐black, red, gold, or white,
or combination thereof

x

41

Plume colors are as allowed‐‐black, red, gold, or white, or combination
thereof

x

Additional Items
42

Garment bag features external zipper pocket, 15" x 15"

x

43

Garment bag includes one‐color imprint

x

44

Garment bag features clear ID window

x

45

Proposal includes carry/storage case for hat

x

46

Plume case(s) adequate to accommodate anticipated quantity

47

Written warranty included

x

48

Care instructions included

x

49

Inventory management means included

x

50

Poster included, 24" x 36"

x

x

Sum

7

8

34

1

0

50

Points

0

8

68

3

0

79

Evaluation Notes
Student model commented that the coat felt "cheap" and was "itchy" in the arms
Student model had difficulty putting on gauntlets; required assistance
Evaluation group not impressed with sample coat; fabric printing is low quality

Columbia High School
Band Uniform Request for Proposal January 2018
Proposal Criteria Evaluation

Submitting Company:
Stanbury Uniforms

Total criteria points amassed
Total criteria points possible
Index
Proposal points earned

Scoring Guidelines:
0 Proposal omits/does not address the requirement
1 Proposal includes the requirement but does not meet baseline criteria
2 Proposal meets criteria set forth
3 Proposal exceeds criteria set forth
4 Proposal exceeds criteria set forth AND is superior to ALL other

Category
Criterion

0

1

2

3

4

90
100
0.90
22.50

Notes

General items
1

Mock up sample or finished sample provided with proposal

2

Fabric swatches & details provided with proposal

3

Order delivery possible by August 10

4

Uniform is fully commercially washable (excluding headwear & shoes)

x

5

All zippers are YKK, 9/16" tape, brass, autolocking (or equivalent)

x

x

Coat, bibs, hat, plume, shoes, bag, hanger

x

21 days for model, 150‐180 for order

x

Black plastic (YKK)

Bandman's Coat
6

Base color black

x

7

Features gold & cardinal red

x

8

Includes sewn‐in size label

x

9

Features school logo

x

10

Includes detachable hip panel

x

11

Front is 2‐piece construction

x

12

Back is 4‐piece construction

x

13

Wrist cuff is adjustable without alteration

x

14

Features 1" seam allowance at shoulder seams

x

15

Features 1" seam allowance at arm holes

x

5" adjustability, 1/2" increments

16

Features 1" seam allowance at side/back seams

x

17

Features 1" seam allowance at center/front seams

x

18

Features operable epaulets

x

19

Does not feature shoulder extensions or wings

x

20

Underarm gusset included

x

21

Collar is built‐up type, no wire/hard plastic

x

22

Male & female patterns offered?

x

23

Optional cape included with proposal (no price consideration to be made)

x

Bandman's Bib Trousers
24

Base color is black

x

25

Includes sewn‐in size label

x

26

Bottom hem is length‐adjustable without alteration, on both inseam
and outseam

x

27

Includes two internal pockets

28

Utilizes T or Racerback design

x

29

Features adjustable shoulder straps

x

30

Features 1" seam allowance on sides

x

31

Features 1" seam allowance in center back

32

Features 1/2" seam allowance through crotch

x

33

Crotch seam is double‐stitched

x

34

Male & female patterns offered?

x

5" total adjustability; 1/2" increments
Single, 5‐1/2" x 7", external access

x

x

Gauntlets
35

Gauntlet colors are black/gold/red or combination thereof

x

36

Gauntlet does not utilize white details

x

37

Gauntlet does not utilize naugahyde or similar materials

x

38

Gauntlet does not utilize hardplastic or wire for shaping

x

1‐1/2"

Bandman's Hat & Plume
39

Hat is "Honcho" type with wide, flat brim and one side turned up

x

40

Hat features colored headband as allowed‐‐black, red, gold, or white,
or combination thereof

x

41

Plume colors are as allowed‐‐black, red, gold, or white, or combination
thereof

x

Additional Items
42

Garment bag features external zipper pocket, 15" x 15"

43

Garment bag includes one‐color imprint

x

44

Garment bag features clear ID window

x

45

Proposal includes carry/storage case for hat

x

46

Plume case(s) adequate to accommodate anticipated quantity

x

47

Written warranty included

x

48

Care instructions included

x

49

Inventory management means included

x

50

Poster included, 24" x 36"

x

16" x 19"

x

Sum

6

2

38

4

0

50

Points

0

2

76

12

0

90

Evaluation Notes
The sample hat is essentially plastic; is another material or finish available?
Sample bib fit is "boxy" and does not flow/fit well with coat
Evaluation group likes "tube" style gauntlets‐‐easy to put on
Bottom hem of bibs is serged only‐‐no bias tape or other finishing besides snap‐tape

Columbia High School
Band Uniform Request for Proposal January 2018
Order Cost Evaluation
Scoring: Complete Order Price, All Requested Elements
Complete Order
Bidder
Cost

Order Cost v.
Average

Deviations from
Mean

Price Points
Awarded

DeMoulin Bros.

$63,978.89

$5,909.64

1.231

49.38

FJM Inc.

$52,222.85

($5,846.40)

(1.218)

50.61

Stanbury Uniforms

$58,006.00

($63.25)

(0.013)

50.01

Average

$58,069.25

Standard Deviation

4799.592

*All costs shown are net of offered discounts, if any

Columbia High School
Band Uniform Request for Proposal January 2018
Uniform Design Evaluation
Company:
DeMoulin Bros.

No
sample‐‐
No Score
0

I don't care for it; I
would not purchase
this
0

1

Not great‐‐I can live
with it, but I’m
definitely not a fan
2

3

Exemplary‐‐One of
Very good‐‐Great use
Fair‐‐It's a nice design but
the best designs
doesn't really move my needle of color or shape, I'd
we've seen, a must‐
either way
like to see this used
have
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

x

School logo use & design
Design flow & continuity‐‐
Coat/hip panel/bibs

Design Elements

Quality of embroidery

x
x

Quality of uniform
stitching
Quality of on‐fabric
printing
Headwear design‐‐Hat
band + plume

x
x
x
x

Gauntlets

x

Coat & bibs fabric quality

x

Cut & fit of coat
Cut & fit of bibs

x

Overall uniform design

x

Overall uniform quality

x

Tally

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

6

1

Points

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

54

10

Total Design Evaluation Points
Index
Proposal Points Earned

88
1.47
36.67

Columbia High School
Band Uniform Request for Proposal January 2019
Uniform Design Evaluation
Company:

No
sample‐‐
No Score

Fred J. Miller

0

I don't care for it; I
would not purchase
this
0

1

Not great‐‐I can live
with it, but I’m
definitely not a fan
2

3

Exemplary‐‐One of
Fair‐‐It's a nice design but
Very good‐‐Great use
the best designs
doesn't really move my needle of color or shape, I'd
we've seen, a must‐
either way
like to see this used
have
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

x

School logo use & design
Design flow & continuity‐‐
Coat/hip panel/bibs

Design Elements

Quality of embroidery

x
x

Quality of uniform
stitching
Quality of on‐fabric
printing
Headwear design‐‐Hat
band + plume

x
x
x
x

Gauntlets
Coat & bibs fabric quality

x

Cut & fit of coat

x

Cut & fit of bibs

x

Overall uniform design

x
x

Overall uniform quality

Tally

1

1

6

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

Points

0

0

6

0

3

4

0

6

0

8

0

0

Total Design Evaluation Points
Index
Proposal Points Earned

27
0.45
11.25

Columbia High School
Band Uniform Request for Proposal January 2020
Uniform Design Evaluation
Company:
Stanbury Uniforms

No
sample‐‐
No Score
0

I don't care for it; I
would not purchase
this
0

1

Not great‐‐I can live
with it, but I’m
definitely not a fan
2

3

Exemplary‐‐One of
Very good‐‐Great use
Fair‐‐It's a nice design but
the best designs
doesn't really move my needle of color or shape, I'd
we've seen, a must‐
like to see this used
either way
have
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

x

School logo use & design
Design flow & continuity‐‐
Coat/hip panel/bibs

Design Elements

Quality of embroidery
Quality of uniform
stitching
Quality of on‐fabric
printing
Headwear design‐‐Hat
band + plume

x
x
x
x
x
x

Gauntlets

x

Coat & bibs fabric quality

x

Cut & fit of coat

x

Cut & fit of bibs

x

Overall uniform design

x

Overall uniform quality

Tally

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

3

1

3

1

0

Points

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

18

7

24

9

0

Total Design Evaluation Points
Index
Proposal Points Earned

68
1.13
28.33

Columbia High School
Band Uniform Request for Proposal January 2018
Proposal Score Totals
Scoring Section

Section Points

Earned Points Earned Points Earned Points
DeMoulin
FJM
Stanbury

Criteria Evaluation Points

25

20.75

19.75

22.50

Cost Evaluation Points

50

49.38

50.61

50.01

Design Evaluation Points

25

36.67

11.25

28.33

Total Score

100

106.80

81.61

100.84

Nampa School District No. 131
Request for Proposals—Columbia High School Band Uniforms
January 2018
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Richard Kirk, DeMoulin Bros. & Company
Scott Jacobsen, Nampa School District
January 26, 2018
Request for additional information

Thank you for your response to our recent Request for Proposals for Columbia High School Band Uniforms.
The evaluation committee has started into its task of examining the offered uniform proposals and has
developed some questions they believe are key to an informed evaluation.
I have listed these questions below; given the time sensitive nature of completing the evaluations so we may
get to an award decision and subsequent purchase order issuance, your prompt attention is appreciated.
When completed, this request may be returned to me at sjacobsen@nsd131.org.
1.

The illustration provided indicates the school logo on the coat will be embroidered. Will other details
of the coat be embroidered as well, or will they be screen printed?
The logo can be dye‐sublimated into the coat front material or embroidered at your option. We do not
screen‐print onto band cloth for uniforms. We only screen‐print onto nylon garment bags. I would warn
you that screen‐printing will fade, deteriorate and rub off of band cloth since the heat‐set techniques are
difficult to stabilize in cloth designed to warp for the wearer’s comfort.

2.

Your submitted sample package did not include gauntlets. Will you provide a set of gauntlets for our
examination? Do your offered gauntlets feature any wire or hard plastic elements (for shaping) or
naugahyde naugahyde‐type materials?
Yes, we can provide a set of gauntlets for your inspection. This is normally accomplished when we prepare
an exact sample of the design so that you see not only gauntlets but the design of your gauntlets. Gauntlets
can be made of heavy‐duty vinyl materials, or made of band cloth fabric both are reinforced with a
material we call Indestructable, canvas or with band cloth we Pellon‐fuse the cloth before backing the
gauntlets with Indestructable or canvas.

3.

Your submitted sample package did not include a garment bag. Does your garment bag feature an
accessory pocket? A clear ID window? Will it feature a single‐color imprint (of our choice)?
We offer the Vivace Garment Bag as our recommended bag. It has an ID window, and two zippered
pockets on the back of the bag. You can see photos and description at
https://www.demoulin.com/travel/garment‐bags/vivace‐47‐garment‐bag‐w‐2‐pouches

4.

Does your proposal include a box for storage and transport of the hat? If so, what is the box
material?
All your hats will ship in a double‐walled “Hattaché Hat Box” that has a dye‐cut cardboard handle to
carry hats like an attaché case. It is similar to this without the plastic handle:
https://www.demoulin.com/travel/headwear‐storage/aussie‐hat‐box‐with‐handle

5.

Your proposal includes plume cases (three), but does not list capacity. Please confirm that the three
cases combine for adequate capacity for the 130 plumes specified. What is the capacity of each case?
We recommend the DSI HPAC63‐13 Plume Travel Case that holds up to 63 plumes each. These bags have
zippered sides on both sides so that plumes maybe inserted from one side and removed from the other
side. Our personal band experience has taught us that 60 people passing one plume case to receive and
return their plumes is an arduous task. We recommend the 3 cases so that the 130 band members can
go to 3 different positions to receive and return their plumes. Here is the Plume Travel Case:
https://www.demoulin.com/travel/plume‐storage/63‐piece‐plume‐case‐bag‐w‐tubes (Please note: the
freight costs to ship the big packages of air is over $50 each.)

6.

Please confirm that you can provide male‐ and female‐patterned coats and bibs as requested in the
proposal specifications.
We will make both male and female patterns for your coats if you request and at no additional cost but
we don’t recommend doing so. Female pattern coats will have shaping darts in the breast of the coat and
generally speaking high school aged boys will resist wearing a coat with these darts. Our unisex patterned
coats will be much more acceptable to your band as a whole and provide you with greater uniformity.
As to jumpsuits, we do make and recommend you purchase male and female patterned jumpsuits. Male
Pattern allows for up to an 8” difference between the waist and seat of the jumpsuit. Female Pattern
allows for a 12” difference between the waist and seat of the jumpsuit.
Sometimes schools insist on ordering all male pattern jumpsuits. Typically, they reorder female pattern
jumpsuits within 2 years.

7.

The proposal specified a “honcho” style hat. In examining your website, the committee has determined
it prefers the “musketeer” type hat instead. Will you provide a sample of a musketeer style hat for our
examination? What, if any, pricing effect from a switch to the musketeer style?
Yes, we will provide a sample musketeer hat. There is no difference in cost for either style hat.

8.

How does the plume attach to the hat?
There will be a shako‐style plume socket riveted in between the upturned hat brim and the crown of the
hat. The hat is already riveted to keep the brim in place, we just sandwich the plume socket between the
crown and the brim using the one rivet to hold both.

9.

After discussion, the band director and committee have determined they wish to exclude shoes from
the band uniform purchase. Would such a change affect proposal pricing, beyond the simple removal
of that specific line item from the quote and any subsequent order?
Removing the shoes from the RFP will not change any other pricing. You are welcome to do so. Shoes are
a ready‐made product and providing the correct sizes without fitting the students nearer to the time they
will be wearing them is difficult. This also makes finalizing the order and billing when complete difficult
as shoe orders typically will need to be ordered with some exchanges made, while the company and the
district are attempting to finalize the order to schedule payment.

10. The coat specification included working shoulder epaulets (both sides). The sample coat did not have
epaulets, and we were unable to discern from the illustration whether the coat features epaulets. Can
you confirm that the coat will have working shoulder epaulets?
Functioning epaulettes (aka Shoulder Loops) can be added to your design.
Your coat can have whatever features you want it to have. We were simply speculating on a design at this
point since the district/band have yet to given us a concrete design to implement.

Nampa School District No. 131
Request for Proposals—Columbia High School Band Uniforms
January 2018
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Joe Sowders, Fred J. Miller Inc.
Scott Jacobsen, Budget & Purchasing Supervisor, Nampa School District
January 26, 2018
Request for additional information

Thank you for your response to our recent Request for Proposals for Columbia High School Band Uniforms.
The evaluation committee has started into its task of examining the offered uniform proposal and has
developed some questions they believe are key to an informed evaluation.
I have listed these questions below; given the time sensitive nature of completing the evaluations so we may
get to an award decision and subsequent purchase order issuance, your prompt attention is appreciated.
When completed, this request may be returned to me at sjacobsen@nsd131.org.
1.

The coat features a school logo as requested. How is this logo applied to the coat—embroidered,
screen printed, or some other method?
Digital Print. Not screen print.

2.

The illustrations provided appear to feature white gauntlets, which were specifically disallowed under
the proposal specifications. What effect on design and pricing should be expected from a change in
color? What color change do you suggest?
I would recommend black. The price will not change.

3.

Does your proposal include a box for storage and transport of the hat? If so, what is the box material?
The hats come in cardboard boxes.

4.

Please confirm that you can provide male‐ and female‐patterned coats and bibs as requested in the
proposal specifications.
All of our patterns are both male & female.

5.

The proposal specified a “honcho” style hat. In examining your website, the committee has determined
it prefers the “musketeer” type hat instead. Will you provide a sample of a musketeer style hat for our
examination? What, if any, pricing effect from a switch to the musketeer style?
It’s the cavalier hat. There will be no price change. We can supply one with the sample uniform.

6.

The illustrations provided feature a white plume on the hat. While white was allowed in the proposal
specifications, the committee has concern with the difficulty of keeping a white plume clean. Does your
offered plume pricing cover alternative colors? What effect might a plume color change have on overall
design?
A black plume would be the same pricing and would be fine with the design and hat. Dyed
plumes (red, gold) would cost more money. .30 per inch.

7.

How does the plume attach to the hat?
Plume socket.

8.

After discussion, the band director and committee have determined they wish to exclude shoes from
the band uniform purchase. Would such a change affect proposal pricing, beyond the simple removal
of that specific line item from the quote and any subsequent order?
It would not affect pricing beyond the shoes themselves.

9.

The coat specification included working shoulder epaulets (both sides). The sample coat did not have
epaulets, and we were unable to discern from the illustration whether the coat features epaulets. Can
you confirm that the coat will have working shoulder epaulets?
If you want the jacket to have working epaulets, we can do that.

Nampa School District No. 131
Request for Proposals—Columbia High School Band Uniforms
January 2018
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Jim Pundmann, Stanbury Uniforms
Scott Jacobsen, Nampa School District
January 26, 2018
Request for additional information

Thank you for your response to our recent Request for Proposals for Columbia High School Band Uniforms.
The evaluation committee has started into its task of examining the offered uniform proposal and has
developed some questions they believe are key to an informed evaluation.
I have listed these questions below; given the time sensitive nature of completing the evaluations so we may
get to an award decision and subsequent purchase order issuance, your prompt attention is appreciated.
When completed, this request may be returned to me at sjacobsen@nsd131.org.
1.

The coat features a school logo as requested. How is this logo applied to the coat—embroidered,
screen printed, or some other method?

Stanbury can provide a direct embroidered logo in multi colors or a multi
colored digital logo or lettering made of fabric with a satin stich outline. Several
times it depends on the design of the coat front. Now that we are doing a lot of
gradient sublimated designs, digital printing seems to work the best. We have
had great success doing digital printing and it is guaranteed for the life of the
garment We purchased a very special machine costing well into the 6 figures
and do all of it in house. Bottom line is we’ll do what the customer request..
2.

Does your proposal include a box for storage and transport of the hat? If so, what is the box material?

With standard military West Point shakos we do provide a molded plastic box
with stacking nodes and handle. With Aussie hats or Cavalier hats, to our
knowledge there isn’t a plastic storage case available yet. They do come with a
reinforced cardboard carton with handles.
3.

Please confirm that you can provide male‐ and female‐patterned coats and bibs as requested in the
proposal specifications.

Very good and interesting question. The identification system is set up to
number the female uniforms in the # 100 series and the male in the # 200 series.

I will address the coats first and then the bib trousers next. There is a difference
in the male female coats but slightly.
Stanbury has always had pattern difference between male and female coats
available. The female coats are more tapered in the sleeves and body plus they
have had breast darts in the past. In recent times the market has been
demanding a more Uni‐sex coat in order to give the school more flexibility in
their fitting options. To answer that demand Stanbury has modified their
female patterns by simply omitting the breast darts allowing the coat to be
worn by a male if necessary. Any embarrassment is also avoided for the male.
Therefore, it is now considered as a Uni‐sex pattern.
The bib trousers are graded differently. Female sizes are graded to their hip
size and male graded to waist size. However, they can be inter changed. For a
female to wear a male bib trousers to fit in the seat it will be slightly big in the
waist and for a male to wear a female, to fit the waist it will be slightly big in the
seat.
4.

The evaluation committee did not care for the particular hat sample provided—specifically the
material type used. Does your company offer the same hat style constructed from other materials or
with different finishes? What effect, if any, would a change in hat material or finish on pricing?

To be honest, I’m not aware of the style of hat/shako you were sent. My office
is 2 hours away from the home office. With regards to West Point shakos, we
manufacture these ourselves and they can be customized per the school’s
request.
With molded plastic Aussie or Cavalier hats, there are 3
manufacturers of this hat. All of them can provide ether a pebble grained finish
or a smooth finish. In years past, a flocked finish was often used but it did not
prove to hold up over time and now is used very seldom.
It will have no effect on the pricing submitted.
5.

How does the plume attach to the hat?

This depends on the hat or shako and the plume. With a West Point shako,
plume holder sockets are inserted in the top of the shako and can be located at
any area and also be multiple. With Aussie or Cavalier hats it is definitely

depends on what plume being used. If it is a short plume that sticks straight up
out the turn up on the side, then a plume holder socket is positioned behind the
turnback or behind an attached ornament on the turnup. If it is an 18” or 20”
French Cavalier plume that lays down on the brim, the plume will have a
triangular wire on the end. The triangular wire is pushed in between the turn
up and held in place with the triangular wire.
6.

After discussion, the band director and committee have determined they wish to exclude shoes from
the band uniform purchase. Would such a change affect proposal pricing, beyond the simple removal
of that specific line item from the quote and any subsequent order?

Simply remove the shoes and line item cost from the bid. Will have no effect on
the other pricing.
7.

The sample bibs feature an unfinished bottom edge (serged only, with no further finishing). Is this the
standard bottom hem finish for your bibs, or is this particular to the sample?

No that is not standard. Bib trousers are hemmed when shipped. We can either
blind stich the hems or if customer orders the Easy‐Alter snap tape, they will be
snapped.
8.

Your proposal materials include fabric swatches as requested, but appear to lack detail as to the weight
of the Extreme‐Dri fabric you use. Can you specify the weight of this fabric?

Here are the fabrics we have available.
 Xtreme Dri polyester 11 ½‐ 12 ounce gabardine
 Whipcord 100% polyester 14 – 14 ½ oz.
 Whipcord 55% dac/45% wool 14 – 14 ½ oz
 Whipcord 100% wool 15 ½ ‐ 16 oz
X‐Dri was developed by Stanbury and is an exclusive fabric to Stanbury. It is a
very comfortable fabric providing easy flexibility, water/moisture repellent,
odor repellent, wrinkle repellent, stain resistant, and more, It allows for a
stretchable athletic wicking performance.
Jim Pundmann
Stanbury Uniforms

You have asked previously about putting together a fair bidding proposals for
all bidders and wanted some feedback. I’ve been thinking about this and came
up with some suggestions.
First thing to understand that all manufacturers are not going to change their
methods of producing the uniforms to meet construction specifications. As it
would be totally cost prohibitive. That part of the bid specs will just be ignored.
However you must know if the bidder is proposing either a fully constructed
uniform or an unconstructed uniform. There is a big difference in price due to
amount of material goods, raw materials or labor being used. So require each
company to submit their own construction specs on the coat and bib trousers
only.
Pricing is based on the style and design specifications or in other words, the
cosmetics of how the uniform looks and what material and braiding, trimming
and embroidery is required as well as quantity.
The school has to settle on one design for all companies to price and one design
only. Having them submit their own design and pricing for that design is not a
fair evaluation as it isn’t comparing apples to apples. So whatever design sketch
the school chooses a copy of that design must be sent to all bidders.

DO NOT be intimidated by any company that says their design has a copyright
and cannot be shared with other bidders. For that design to be legally
copyrighted or patented, it has to be registered to the US Patent Office and
assigned a patent/copyright number which takes months to process. No
comp[any is going to go through that process for every design. Plus even the
slight change in any coloring or trim cancels out that copyright.
All companies must be able to price the very same design.
Another new approach is to make each company give you several Power Points
of reasons of why you should buy from them. This would produce some very
interesting results.
Hope these thoughts help.
Jim P.

Request for Proposal
Nampa School District No. 131, Idaho, is seeking proposals for Columbia High School Band Uniforms in the
quantity and of the type specified herein.
Proposals will be accepted until Tuesday, January 23, 2018, 3:00 pm local time, by the Clerk of the Board,
Nampa School District No.131, 619 S. Canyon Street, Nampa, Idaho 83686. Proposals received after this date
and time will not be considered and will be returned unopened to the sender. At this stated date and time, the
proposals will be publicly opened.
The Board of Trustees reserves the right to accept or reject any or all proposals and to waive any technicality.
No bidder may withdraw its proposal after the opening of such proposals unless the awarding of the purchase
is delayed for a period exceeding thirty (30) days.
In submitting a proposal, a bidder represents that it has read and understands the requirements for the goods
and services being requested, including applicable laws and regulations. The failure of a bidder to examine any
form, addendum, or other document shall in no way relieve the bidder from any obligations with respect to the
proposal or any resulting contract.
General Bid Conditions and Requirements
1.

Proposals will be accepted until 3:00 pm, local time, Tuesday January 23, 2018. Proposals should be sent
to:
Clerk of the Board
Nampa School District No. 131
619 South Canyon Street
Nampa, ID 83686
All proposals should be submitted in a sealed envelope or other container. Such envelope/container
should be clearly marked “Proposal: Columbia High School Band Uniforms.” A cut‐out label is provided
for bidder convenience with this packet; bidder may or may not use this label at its own discretion.
Proposals may also be submitted in person at the address listed. Bidders are strongly encouraged to verify
receipt of proposals by the District by registered mail, tracked package delivery, direct contact
confirmation, or some other means as chosen by the bidder.
Bidders should submit three (3) complete copies of each proposal. At the stated date and time, the
proposals will be publicly opened.
Proposals may be withdrawn or amended prior to the due date and time, either in person or by written
request. No proposal may be withdrawn after the declared time of opening.

2.

Questions regarding the proposal requirements or processes should be submitted in writing either:
by email to:
bids@nsd131.org

by mail to:
Nampa School District No. 131
619 South Canyon St.
Nampa, ID 83686
Attn: Scott Jacobsen

Any email inquiry should indicate such in the Subject line; any mailed inquiry should be clearly labeled as
such on the envelope. Submitted questions and their answers will be posted as an addendum to the
proposal specifications and may be found on the Nampa School District website at
http://www.nsd131.org/cms/one.aspx?pageId=5758792; bidders are encouraged to regularly check
the website as notices of addendum updates may not be provided.
All questions must be received by the District no later than 5:00 pm, Mountain time, January 17, 2018.
Questions submitted after this time cannot be considered.
3.

Bidder is to furnish an itemized quotation showing the cost of each item, the total price per base uniform,
and the total price of the entire order. Any allowance or cash discount for payment within a specified
period before or after delivery is to be indicated on the bid; otherwise, it is presumed that payment is to be
made based on net 30 days. Unit price shall govern for all purposes.

4.

The District reserves the right to accept or reject any or all proposals in the best interest of the District.
Factors to be considered when determining the best value for the District include, but are not limited to,
quality of design and service offered, quality of construction, reputation of bidder and its representative,
and price. Low bid will not necessarily be the basis for awarding the contract.

5.

Bidder must return with its proposal the Bidder Certifications page included with these specifications, fully
completed. The proposal must be signed, in ink, by a representative of the company duly authorized to
legally obligate the bidding company.

6.

Deviations: In consideration of the unique and proprietary uniform construction methods employed by
the manufacturers of quality band uniforms, these specifications grant substantial latitude to bidders in
those construction methods. Where a particular construction requirement is included, such is deemed to
be of sufficient importance to the District to be included as a minimum requirement. Where a proposal
departs from these construction specifications, the bidder shall inform the District of the deviation and
provide an explanation. A form has been provided with this packet that should be completed and returned
with the proposal. Deviations from specification will only be acceptable if the deviation is adequately
justified and deemed to be of equal or greater quality than the original specification.

7.

Quantities listed in the Bid Form section are the best estimate of the quantities to be purchased. Actual
purchase quantities may differ, depending on expectations of student participation, budget requirements,
and other influencing factors.

8.

Where any specification may seem to refer specifically to a product available from a particular
manufacturer, that specification should be taken as a reference only and be considered as “or equivalent.”

It shall not be construed as requiring any manufacturer’s specific product nor as a de facto endorsement of
any proposal that may be submitted by any interested bidder. Bidders should include equivalent or
superior materials and items with their respective proposals.
9.

Where multiple sizes of an item are requested, the bidder is asked to include with its proposal a listing of
all size combinations and the anticipated quantity of each size combination to be provided. Actual sizing
mix ordered may vary from the anticipated mix, pending actual measurement of band members. Bidders
should indicate their intended method of determining the final size mix.

10. In consideration of time spent on prior design work on the part of interested bidders, and in recognition of
multiple uniform models available, the District will accept multiple proposals from individual bidders.
Each unique proposal should be submitted as a full and complete package, adhering to all requirements set
forth herein. Submission of multiple proposals will not garner preference for any bidder over others
during the evaluation process, nor will a lack of additional proposals be considered to the detriment of any
bidder. Proposals will be singly evaluated against all other submitted proposals.
11. Proposal pricing should include any applicable shipping or handling costs, F.O.B. Nampa, Idaho to an
address to be specified by the District. Pricing should not include any excise or other exempt taxes.
12. Bidders should supply a rough mock‐up sample uniform by the proposal due date and time. Such sample
uniform is not required to meet color and style specifications of the final uniform proposal but should be
typical of the workmanship and component parts of the uniform proposed. It should be understood on the
part of the bidder that it is the intent of the District to have the sample examined carefully by persons
conversant with quality of materials, tailoring, and workmanship. All bidders must submit liberally‐sized
swatches of basic fabrics of the type, weight, and color(s) to be used in the proposed uniform. The District
must be allowed to disassemble the submitted mock‐up sample as it deems necessary to determine the
quality of construction. The mock‐up sample will be returned in the condition at the time subsequent to
evaluating the proposals, should the bidder request such return.
13. The winning bidder shall provide a final, complete pilot uniform for approval prior to the issuance of any
purchase order. Such pilot uniform may be submitted in lieu of the mock‐up required under Section 12
and will be subject to the conditions of evaluation stated therein. Requirements for submitted fabric
samples will remain in effect, whatever the mock‐up submission chosen by the bidder. It shall be
understood that minor changes in the design may result when the pilot uniform is inspected.
14. Bidder should specify, to its best ability, the lead time required for production and delivery of the order.
Target date range for receipt of the complete order is July 15 – August 10, 2018.
15. Uniforms are to be shipped on wishbone style hangers, hard plastic and of adequate quality to store
uniforms for an extended time. The hangers should be shaped so as to allow the top shoulder area of the
coat to be spread and hung properly. District will request hangers additional to those required for uniform
storage; see bid form for quantity.
16. Bidder shall bear sole responsibility for packaging of uniforms during shipping; uniform packaging shall
be such that prevents in‐transit damage and soiling. Uniform shipping packaging will be inspected upon

arrival and District reserves the right to refuse delivery of damaged packages and to inspect all uniforms
for damage and soiling, prior to acceptance of delivery.
17. Bidder is to provide a sales representative to handle details of the order, including measuring services or
guidance, before and after sale. Representative’s name, email address, and phone number should be
included with proposal.
18. Objections & Protests: Per the requirements under Title 67, Chapter 28, Idaho Code, objections to these
specifications or bid procedure may be lodged, and the award may be protested.
Written objections to the specifications or bid procedures must be received by the Clerk of the Board or
other authorized official no less than one (1) business day prior to the date and time at which proposals
are due and scheduled to be opened.
A bidder who wishes to object to the bid award must do so within seven (7) calendar days of the posting
of the award. This objection should be submitted, in writing, to the District’s coordinating party as listed
in the publicly posted proposal documents. The objection must set forth the express reason(s) for the
objection and why the award has been made in error. Upon receipt of a proper objection, the governing
party for the proposal in question will stay its award decision and any procurement under the award
until it has addressed the particular objection(s) submitted.
The governing party shall review its decision and will determine to (1) affirm the award, (2) modify the
award, or (3) repeat the bid process, setting aside its award, and will set forth the reasons therefor. After
completion of the review process, the District may proceed as it deems in the best interest of the District.
Uniform Piece, Construction, and Design Specifications
General Uniform Requirements
1.

School colors are cardinal red and gold; base color of the uniform will be black. Metal and other fasteners
and accents should complement the uniform design. School mascot is a Wildcat.

2.

With the exception of headwear and shoes, all parts of the uniform must be fully cleanable in commercial
washing and drying machines; dry‐clean only pieces will not be allowed. This washability requirement
extends to all components of uniform construction, and includes any fabrics or other materials used to lend
shape to uniform pieces.

3.

Whereas these uniform piece specifications are written so as to accommodate and allow for participation
by interested and qualified manufacturers of band uniforms, latitude is granted to bidders in the particular
construction means, methods, and materials. Bidders should include all necessary explanations,
illustrations, and other relevant information as to their particular construction so that adequate
assessment may be made of the construction quality of the uniform. Failure to provide such details may
result in a finding of non‐responsiveness on the part of the nonconforming bidder, and disqualification
from award. The District reserves the right to inquire as to the particular, proprietary methods of
construction and for clarification of submitted details.

4.

Proposals should list and describe fully all fabrics and other materials to be used in construction of the
uniform, including details as to weights, finishes, and location within the uniform. Fabrics summary should
include thread types and weights used in assembly. Bidders are cautioned against the use of materials that
will not or may be expected to not hold up to long‐term use and repeated washing.

5.

Any buttonholes included on the uniform shall be cut‐first style, having all raw edges reinforced with gimp,
then completely sewn to close the buttonhole; the buttonhole back should be secured and closed with
bartack reinforcement. Exposed snaps and buttons should be complimentary to uniform design.

6.

All zippers are to be heavy duty YKK, 9/16” tape, brass auto‐locking type, featuring appropriate bar tacking
at ends.

7.

All uniforms must have sewn‐in size labels and a label for numbering or other identification for inventory
control.

Bandman’s Coat
1.

The coat may be any combination of black, white, cardinal red, and gold, with cardinal red and gold as
required color elements, and must feature the school logo; downloadable files of the logo are available on
the Nampa School District website at http://www.nsd131.org/cms/one.aspx?pageId=5758792or may
be acquired by contacting the District. The design may conceptually incorporate the school mascot, a
Wildcat, at the discretion of the bidder.

2.

The coat should feature a hip panel that is consistent with the overall uniform design. This hip panel is to
be removable and incorporated into the overall uniform design so as to not adversely affect the appearance
of the uniform when it is not attached during uniform use.

3.

Coat design should offer an optional shoulder drape for consideration by the District. Shoulder drape may
be black or cardinal red in primary color, and may feature black, cardinal red, or gold edge detail or other
design‐complimentary detail, at the bidder’s discretion. Shoulder drape must not be base color gold or
white, and added details may not be white. Bidder should list the shoulder drape price separate from the
bandman’s coat as provided for in the bid form. Inclusion of this optional shoulder drape with the uniform
order will be at the sole discretion of the District.

4.

The bandman’s coat pattern must offer separate male and female versions of construction to ensure proper
fit on the wearer; unisex jacket patterns are not acceptable.

5.

Coat fronts should be minimum two‐piece design, with fabric grain parallel to the center‐front line of the
wearer’s body. Center‐front seams must be straight and perpendicular to neckline and straight hem edge.
Any variation from such construction due to the particular coat design should be detailed as a variation
from specification as required in Section 6 under General Bid Conditions & Requirements.

6.

Coat backs should be minimum four‐piece design, with fabric grain parallel to the center, back line of the
wearer’s body. Center back seams must be straight and perpendicular to the neckline and straight hem
edge. Any variation from such construction due to the particular coat design should be detailed as a
variation from specification as required in Section 6 under General Bid Conditions & Requirements.

7.

Coats must be available in an extended size range, in 2” increments, with said range to be determined by
the winning bidder based on its own criteria for determining such. Winning bidder shall formulate and
furnish this sizing matrix tally for District’s review prior to the issuance of purchase order. Custom sizing
for coats must be accommodated through custom pattern work and manufacture. No multiple‐size
grouping is allowed (S, M, L, XL, etc.). All coats must be proportioned based on appropriate size‐ratio
standards.

8.

Coats must be available in hem and sleeve lengths in a full range of: Extra‐short, short, regular, long, and
extra‐long (increasing in 1” increments) to accommodate variations in heights and arm lengths. This
feature must be available in custom‐sized works as well. The cuff or hem should include a generous turn‐
in allowance and fasteners that allow for easy alteration of sleeve length, without sewing. Bidder should
specify the type of fastener used and the incremental length adjustment offered.

9.

To allow for maximum opportunity for professional alteration, comfort, and sizing adjustability, all coats
should feature seam allowances at shoulder seams, arm holes, side‐back seams, and center‐front seams,
and should feature 1” seam allowances at center‐back and side seams. All seam allowance edges should be
back‐stitched and serged.

10. Shoulder epaulets should be operational and blend with and complement the overall design of the uniform.
Epaulets should be cut in one piece, sewn with grain line parallel to the shoulder seam, seams edge and
back stitched, and any snap‐style fasteners applied to the coat before the shoulder pad is inserted.
11. Coat design should not include any shoulder extensions (“wings”).
12. All sleeves should be constructed with a patterned‐in gusset feature in the underarm section, such as to
allow athletic movement and the motions necessary to playing a musical instrument.
13. Collars should utilize coat‐quality fabrics layered in the preferred construction style of the manufacturer.
Collars must be free of restrictive closures that may prevent proper physical contraction, expansion, breath
intake, and head/neck motions. Collar should not utilize hard plastic or wire‐type materials to achieve
rigidity, as such materials may cause damage to the coat and discomfort for the wearer; shape maintenance
of collar contour should be achieved through sewn reinforcement only. Collars should accept alteration
in one action with the center‐back line of the coat. Collars must be attached to the neckline of the coat
through all layers of the collar, and should adhere to the washability requirement of the uniform. Bidders
are advised to include an illustration of their particular collar construction with their proposal.
14. Zipper fastenings for closure, where required, should be placed according to the coat design and so as to
not cause poor fit or distortion of the design nor hinder movement required by the wearer.
Velcro closures, where used, should be Velcro brand or equivalent, color of which, where possible, should
match or closely approximate surrounding color.
Bandman’s Bib Trousers
1.

The bib trousers should be black in color and may utilize cardinal red and/or gold accents that complement
and add to overall uniform design.

2.

Bib trousers must offer separate male and female designs, to assure proper fit on the wearer; no unisex
patterns are acceptable. They must have ample room for movement and be nonrestrictive for marching.
Overall fit should be “slimming” and not baggy or oversized fit in any way.

3.

Bib trousers must be available in an extended size range, in 2” increments, with said range to be determined
by the winning bidder based on its own criteria for determining such. Winning bidder shall formulate and
furnish this sizing matrix tally for District’s review prior to the issuance of purchase order. Custom sizing
for bib trousers which exceed standard silhouette must be accommodated through custom pattern work
and manufacture. No multiple‐size grouping is allowed (S, M, L, XL, etc.). Bib trousers must be available in
short, regular, and long lengths in every size to accommodate variations in height, and proportioned
accordingly.

4.

To provide maximum opportunity for professional alteration, comfort, and size adjustability, all bib
trousers must feature 1” seam allowance on side seams, ½” seam allowance through the crotch, and 1”
seam allowance in center back. Seam allowance must smoothly graduate from crotch/seat through center
back ½” to 1” with no breaks or jogs.

5.

Leg bottoms are to be serged to allow ample length for alteration. Snap tape fasteners, or similar, 12” in
length should be sewn into the interior seams of the inseam and outseam so the hem length may be chosen
by the wearer.

6.

Bib trouser patterns must include two (2) symmetrical pockets built into the upper torso (not patch‐pocket
additions) on either side of center‐front closure.

7.

All bib trousers patterns must include a “T” or racerback design to eliminate the shoulder straps from
falling to the outer edges of shoulders and restricting movement.

8.

Shoulder straps should be adjustable for size and fit variance, secured with high‐impact, high‐density, non‐
rusting, washable polymer/plastic sliders. The straps must attach to two‐ply elastic extensions which
attach to the back strap seams of the bib trousers. No excess strap length should be visible at any time, nor
may any excess hang loose from the trousers.

9.

Seat seams should be sewn with a minimum of two (2) rows of stitching. Crotch seam should feature
reinforced construction, triple‐seamed for durability and range of movement.

Gauntlets
1.

Gauntlets may be black, cardinal red, or gold, or any combination thereof and complimentary to the overall
uniform design. Due to difficulty with washing and cleanliness, gauntlets MUST NOT be white, nor have
white accents.

2.

Gauntlets must be available in an extended size/fit range (extra small, small, medium, large, x‐large, and
xx‐large). Winning bidder shall formulate and furnish a sizing tally for District’s review prior to the
issuance of purchase order.

3.

Gauntlets should be constructed using coat‐quality fabric and avoid using hard plastic or wire for shaping,
which could cause injury to the uniform or wearer); they should not utilize naugahyde‐type vinyl materials.
Custom fabric options, such as sequin fabrics or other specialty fabrics may be used if approved by District,
but are not preferred due to concerns with wearability, durability, and ease of care.

Headwear
1.

Headwear will be a “honcho” type hat with a flat top and wide, flat brim with one side turned up. The hat
should feature a hatband, which may be a single color—black, cardinal red, gold or white—or any
combination of these colors in a pattern or gradient of the bidder’s choosing.

2.

Headwear must be available in an appropriate size range, with said range to be determined by the winning
bidder based on its own criteria for determining such. Winning bidder will formulate and furnish sizing
tally for District’s review prior to issuance of purchase order.

3.

Proposal must include a durable case for storage and transport of the headwear.

Plume
1.

Headwear will feature a plume, the type of which for bidding purposes is to be determined by the bidder,
and may be a single color—black, white, cardinal red, or gold—or any combination of these colors. Bidders
are requested to provide multiple plume samples for style and color/color combination evaluation; sample
plumes will be returned to the bidder following award. The District reserves the right to request a plume
different that initially proposed by the winning bidder, after review of all types and colors offered.

2.

Proposal should include plume cases of adequate aggregate capacity to store and transport all plumes to
be ordered as specified in the Bid Form price matrix.

Shoes
1.

Proposal should include black shoes, flat finish, sizes to be determined. Bidder shall specify brand and
model to be provided. Winning bidder shall formulate and furnish a size tally for District’s review prior to
issuance of purchase order.

Garment Bag
1.

Each uniform will include a nylon garment bag, sized to accommodate the uniform and featuring a 15” x
15” (or similarly sized) zippered accessory pouch, a clear vinyl ID window, and a one‐color imprint, with
artwork to be provided.

Other Requirements
1.

Proposal should include heavy plastic hangers of sufficient quality to support the long‐term storage of the
complete uniform.

2.

Bidder must supply a copy of its written warranty with proposal.

3.

Bidder must supply care instructions for the uniform proposed.

4.

Winning bidder will supply an accurate inventory notebook and/or computer files on a thumb drive with
files containing complete care and sizing information.

5.

For evaluation purposes, bidders should submit a poster illustration featuring an accurate depiction of the
uniform offered, at least 24“ x 36“ standard poster size or similarly sized, and featuring a white background.

Bidder’s Certifications
Specifications—In submitting this proposal, bidder affirms it has carefully read and is familiar with all bid
specifications, and understand their contents. All uniforms furnished will be in the style and quality requested.
Bidder agrees that the failure of the bidder to examine any form, addendum, or other document shall in no way
relieve the bidder from any obligations with respect to the proposal or any resulting contract.
Fabric & Washability—In submitting this proposal, the bidder affirms that it will use first‐quality goods in the
manufacture of the uniforms and uniform parts; that all materials are completely washable and dryable in
commercial washers and dryers; and that no items are dry‐clean only except as specifically allowed. Bidder
and fabric manufacturer further guarantee the durability of the fabric per handling and care instructions
provided and included on the care label sewn into each uniform.
Deviations—In submitting this proposal, the bidder affirms that the offered uniform and uniform parts adhere
strictly to the material and construction specifications herein, except as specifically noted on the deviations
form. Bidder further affirms that any deviations from specifications are noted and fully described, including
the reason for such deviation; it understands that undeclared deviations found on sample items may constitute
grounds for disqualification; and that deviations found on the final uniforms ordered and delivered may
constitute grounds for refusal of the order and nonpayment, until such deviations or defects are remedied to
the satisfaction of the District.
Anti‐Collusion—In submitting this proposal, bidder certifies that its proposal was developed and prepared
without collusion with any competing bidder or District employee; the content of its proposal has not been
disclosed to any competing or potentially competing bidder prior to the proposal due date and time; and that
no action has been taken to persuade any potential bidder to submit or withhold a proposal.

Bidder
Authorized Signature
Printed Name
Title
Date

Bid Form
Please type or print clearly
Item

Quantity

Bandman's Coat

130

Bandman's Bib Trousers

130

Optional shoulder cape

12

Gauntlets (pair)

130

Bandman's Hat

130

Plume (specify color & style)

130

Unit Price

Extended
Price

Notes

Plume cases (specify quantity & capacity)
Shoes (pair)

130

Garment Bags

130

Hangers

260
Total Proposal Cost
Cost per base uniform

*Excludes optional cape

If awarded the contract, the undersigned agrees to produce and ship a complete, full uniform sample within
calendar days and to produce and ship the entire order within
calendar days after approval of the pilot
uniform and receipt of the necessary details and measurements.

Bidding Company
Authorized Signature
Printed Name
Title
Date
Assigned Sales Representative
Telephone
E‐mail Address

This bid form is available in active format on the NSD website (nsd131.org), under
District  Purchasing/Bids  Columbia High School Band Uniforms RFP January

Deviations
Please list all deviations from specifications, including the nature of the deviation and an explanation for the
deviation. Attach additional forms as necessary.
Proposal contains no deviations from specifications.

Please type or print clearly
Deviation

Initials

Explanation

This bid form is available in active format on the NSD website (nsd131.org), under
District  Purchasing/Bids  Columbia High School Band Uniforms RFP January

Sealed Bid Label—Cut Out
This label may be cut out along its border and affixed to the sealed envelope/package, to assist the bidder with
the proper submission of its sealed bid. Use of this label is not required, it is provided as a convenience to
bidders. If the label is not used, bidders should take care to see that the envelope or container is clearly marked
with its company name and return address, properly addressed for delivery, featuring the title of the proposal
being submitted as well as the words “Sealed Proposal – Do Not Open” prominently marked on the container.
Should the sealed envelope or other container be enclosed within a shipper’s container, the outside of said
shipper’s container should be marked with “Sealed Proposal Enclosed”.

Tammy Wallen, Clerk of the Board
Nampa School District
619 S. Canyon Street
Nampa, ID 83686

Bid: Columbia High School Band Uniforms, January 2018
Opening date/time: January 23, 2018 at 3:00 pm

SEALED PROPOSAL – DO NOT OPEN

Bidder Name & Address

No responsibility will attach to the school district or any district employee for the pre‐opening of, post opening
of, or the failure to open a proposal not properly addressed and identified.

